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Aseismic Design Method of Elasto-Plastic 

        Building Structures

By

Takuji KOBORI and Ryoichiro  MINAI

Synopsis

   The aseismic design method of an elasto-plastic building structure is 

discussed. The earthquake response analyses of multi-degree of freedom 

systems with the  bi-linear hysteretic characteristics are carried out by 

using a digital or analog computer, and the various response diagrams are 

shown. Particularly, the effects of both the wave shape functions of 

earthquake excitations and the rigidity ratios of the second bi-linear branches 

to the first branches on the earthquake responses are taken into considera-

tion. The aseismic design data for the initial  structural design are deduced 

from the optimum dynamic characteristics which make the aseismic safety of 

a structure be uniform within the prescribed allowable value, and the data 

are presented here to be available to the practical aseismic design.

Nomenclature

T,  r  ; time and non-dimensional time. 

 Y  ; displacement of the  j-th mass with respect to fixed coordinates. 

Y ; ground displacement. 

 72i  ; non-dimensional displacement of the  j-th mass with respect to 

    moving coordinates. 

 {11}; mass. 

 {K15}; rigidity of the first  bilinear branch. 

 {K21}  ; rigidity of the second  bi-linear  brach. 

 {4j}  ; relative displacement at elastic limit. 

{B,}  ; strength at elastic limit. 

 ; potential energy at elastic  limit. 

 {P3}  ; allowable elasto-plastic potential energy. 

 {6j},  {AI},  {e1}, {Pi}  ; distribution vectors corresponding to 

 {M  {K14,  {4  j},  {B  j},  j} and  {P,}, respectively.
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 {r  j)- ; rigidity ratio defined by  -C.K23/K1il. 

M,  K,  d, B, E, P  ; standard values with respect to  {111i},  {K1  j},  {4  j}, 

 {13.1},  {E  j} and  {Pi}. 
 r,  ; standard value and distribution vector with respect to {7j}.  

;  bi-linear hysteretic characteristics. 

 coiv,  coe  ;  bi-linear hysteretic characteristic function, perfectly elasto-

   plastic characteristic function and elastic characteristic function. 
U1,  ur  ; sum of absolute plastic flow with respect to  Oi and corresponding 

   dimensionless value. 

A ; maximum amplitude of ground acceleration. 

a(T),  a(z) ; wave shape function of ground  acceleration and non-dimen-

    sional wave shape function. 

a,  v(=a•p) ; non-dimensional intensity parameter with respect to dimen-

    sionless ground acceleration and velocity, respectively. 

 p-'  ; non-dimensional frequency parameter of dimensionless earthquake 

    excitation. 

 Td,  zd  ; time constant and non-dimensional time constant (time duration 

   of earthquake excitation and dimensionless time  duration). 

 A(Td) ; frequency characteristics of the maximum amplitude of ground 

    acceleration. 

 Cs,  Ce,  Ca  ; constants corresponding to the constant maximum acceleration, 

   velocity and displacement, respectively. 

 7`,„„  Tai ;  pr',  pu  1 ; upper  and lower limits of the time constant in the 

    constant maximum velocity characteristics and those of the non-dimen-

    sional frequency parameter. 

 IT,  lz  ; fundamental natural period and non-dimensional fundamental period. 

 rD  —(rd.)} ; maximum ductility factor. 

rE=---{rej} ; total dissipated hysteretic energy factor. 

 rF  =  {yr  ; offset factor. 

 {rmj} ; maximum moment factor. 

 rni=rmi  ; maximum overturning moment factor. 
L,  {1i} ; standard value and distribution vector with respect to the height 

    of interstory. 

p ; slope parameter of linear rigidity distribution in the first  bi-linear 

    branch. 

c ; index which characterizes the interrelations among distribution vectors,
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   corresponding to the type of structural system. 

 rd,  {v3}; standard value and distribution vector with respect to allowable 

   ductility factor  {ra  calow•  j}• 

 SUp{Yd1/1)/},  sup{rei/V/}  ; maximum values with respect to j of the stan-

   dardized  maximum ductility factor  {raj/1)j} and the standardized total 

   dissipated hysteretic energy factor  {rej/i)j}, respectively. 

 rD9Th,  rDs  ; mean and standard deviation with respect to  j of the stan-
   dardized maximum ductility factor  -(rddvil. 

 {raja}  ; deviation of  {ran/vi}. 

 {nraj} ; normalized random variable corresponding to  {raj/2))}. 

a, b  ; absolute maximum and minimum values of  nrdl with respect to  j. 

 ?di/  vl,  7.7)m,  7D0,  ?did, d,  b ; maximum values with respect to a excitation 

    group. 

 fe;  suP{redvi} due to the most destructive element of a excitation group 

   that produces  sup{rd0-5}=rd.  

; equivalent cycle number of hysteresis of  7e referred to the hysteretic 

   energy of the loop having a dimensionless amplitude  ra. 

 MT  ; total mass. 

 {  WI}, W,  Wr; weight, standard value of { and total weight. 

 9-  ; acceleration of gravity. 
 Eq., Pr ; total potential energy at elastic limit and total allowable elasto-

   plastic potential energy. 
 B/  Wr; base shear coefficient. 

 ec=.E/W ; elastic potential energy factor. 

 pe-Er/wg,  ; total elastic potential energy coefficient. 

 een—P/W ; allowable elasto-plastic potential energy factor. 

 PeP=PT/WT  ; total allowable elasto-plastic potential energy coefficient. 

 {Ve4},  {v01},  Ve ; equivalent relative  velocity for the potential energy at 

   elastic limit, distribution vector and standard value. 

 {  {VeP5},  Vep ; equivalent relative velocity for allowable elasto-plastic 

   potential energy, distribution vector and standard value. 
n,  N  ; number of degrees of freedom of a structural model and total 

   number of story of a structure. 

 {Mj}N,  {Ktj}N,  {4,1}1,7,  {B5}1V,  {.E.  1}1V,  {P  j}1V  ; optimum dynamic char-
   acteristics of a structure with the total number of story N. 

 {mj}N,  {(31}.1v,  {e5}N,  {pi}iv; optimum distributions of dyna-
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   mic characteristics of a structure. 

 MN,  RN,  IN,  BN, EN,  PN  ; optimum standard values of dynamic char-

    acteristics of a structure. 

 {Koi}.1v,  {8o3}iv,  {Boi}N,  {e0j}/v,  {Pol} N ; optimum distribution vectors for 
   the case  {m1}N={1}. 

m(x),  x(x), 8(x),  13(x), e(x), p(x) ; optimum distribution functions for 

   the limiting case  N—oo. 

 ico(x),  80(x),  j30(x),  eo(x),  po(x)  ; optimum distribution functions for the 

   case  m(x)  =1. 

p(x),  2,(x) ; distribution functions of rigidity ratio and allowable maximum 
   ductility factor for the limiting case  N—>oo. 

x ; height measured from the ground level. 

 H; total height of structure. 

D ; width of structure in a direction parallel to the applied excitation. 

 xj  ; height of the  j-th story from the ground level. 

 {sj}N  ; shear coefficient. 

 {sj/s}2,7; distribution vector of shear coefficient. 

 {MN,  f(x)  ; modifying  coefficient and function for the non-uniform mass 
   distribution. 

     k(x) ; lateral force coefficient. 

 {ki/s}iv,  k(x)/s; distribution vector and function of lateral force coef-
   ficient referred to the base shear coefficient. 

 {koj/s}N,  ko(x)/s  ; distribution vector and function of lateral force coef-
   ficient for the case  {mi}b7={1} and  m(x)=1, respectively. 

 {Fj)N  ; lateral force. 
 irx  ; non-dimensional fundamental period of the N-degree of freedom 

    system. 

 WN ; standard value of weight of the structure with the total number N 

    of story. 

 {Vepi}N,  {VeP1}N,  VePN ; equivalent relative velocity, distribution vector 
   and standard value of the structure with the total number N of 

    story. 

 Be  ; equivalent rotational angle of interstory at elastic limit. 

 17.1,  iTu  ; upper and lower limits of fundamental natural period in the 

   domain characterized by the constant maximum velocity. 

   d, e; constants referred to the base shear  coefficient
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 AE,  Az; safety factors corresponding to a earthquake excitation group 

   and the measure of aseismic safety. 

 Of(x) ; delta-function. 

 Al(=Ari),  B1,  Bzz,  C1,  Cil; classification of dynamic characteristics. 

 A:  p=o,  B:  p=3/2,  C:  p=3. 

   I  : c=1,  II: c=1/2.

1. Introduction

   The aseismic design of a building structure should be intended to assign 

the reasonable dynamic characteristics to the structure so that the earth-

quake responses to a group of the prescribed earthquake excitations remain 
uniformly within their allowable values. The principle and the method of 

the aseismic design are not to be uniquely determined, since they should be 

appropriately chosen depending on the structural materials, the type of the 

structural system, the function of the building, the frequency of occurrence 

and the intensity of earthquake excitations, the mechanism of earthquake 

shocks and so on. A typical structural frame composed of ductile materials 

should be designed in accordance with the following two methods depending 

upon the nature of earthquakes. The ultimate elasto-plastic aseismic design 

method should be applied to the case of very intense earthquakes with 

small frequency of occurrence. On the other hand, the elastic aseismic design 

method, either statistical or non-statistical, should be considered to the case of 

moderately intense earthquakes with large frequency of  occurrence1-4). 

To establish the suitable design method corresponding to the specific 

principle of the aseismic design, the following two stages should be con-
sidered. At the first stage, the aseismic design data for  the members and 

joints of a structure should be reasonably obtained by earthquake response 
analyses ; namely, a group of earthquake excitations, a model of structural 

system and the various measures of aseismic safety should be comprehensively 

considered. Then the optimum dynamic characteristics of the structural 

system can be determined by parametric survey. These optimum dynamic 

characteristics determined only from the standpoint of earthquake engineer-

ing must be different from the dynamic characteristics of the real structure 

designed under the actual load conditions. And the real aseismic safety of 

 a structure may not always be guaranteed by the comprehensive estimation
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of the aseismic safety at this first stage. Therefore , at the second stage. 

the concrete and strict model of a structural system is chosen and the 

aseismic safety should be reexamined in  details by the full measures with 

respect to each structural  element". 

   In this paper, we will discuss only about the first stage of the ultimate 

elasto-plastic aseismic design method for the ductile structural frames, and 

will present the procedure to obtain the design data which are the base 

shear coefficient, the distribution of lateral force coefficients and so on .

2. Basic procedure of ultimate elasto-plastic aseismic 

   design method at the first stage

   Comprehensively to obtain the aseismic design data at the first stage , 
all variable quantities and parameters are desirable to be dimensionless in 

the earthquake response analyses. The aseismic design data can be obtained 

by the following procedure. 

   a) The supposition of a group of earthquake  excitations  : Any 

earthquake excitation can be expressed by the product of the wave shape 

function with a time  'Constant and the maximum amplitude of acceleration . 

And  the excitation group can be defined by the frequency characteristics 

of the maximum acceleration amplitude. Here, as the typical patterns of 

acceleration excitation, we pick up two different non-dimensional wave 

shape functions which are normalized so that the mean is zero and the 
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maximum value is unity  ; those of El  Centro, California, May 18, 1940, 

earthquake N-S component and Vernon, California, Oct. 2, 1933, earthquake 

 582°E  component. The former seems to be almost a random stationary 

function and to have a large power ratio defined as the power ratio of a 

random component to the predominant periodic components as shown in 

Figs.  1-3. The latter seems to be a non-stationary random function and to 

have a comparatively small power ratio as shown in Figs.  4-6". The 
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    Fig. 1. (b) Accelerogram for El Centro, California, May 18, 1940, E—W 
       Component. 
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frequency characteristics of the maximum acceleration amplitude are as-

sumed to be the constant maximum acceleration in the high frequency 

range, the constant maximum velocity in the intermediate frequency range, 

and the constant maximum displacement in the low frequency range, respec-

tively. The constants contained in the frequency characteristics may be 

appropriately chosen so that the maximum quantities of the excitation group 

are reasonable to the very intense earthquake excitations, under considera-

tion of the safety factor  AB, referring to the typical ground motion records 

of the earthquakes. Here, we determine the frequency characteristics of 

the two excitation groups of El Centro and Vernon earthquakes under the 

assumption that the maximum of the maximum acceleration amplitudes is 

0.4  g and the maxima of the maximum velocity amplitudes and of the 

maximum displacement amplitudes are in the ranges from 35 to 40 cm/sec 

and from 40 to  50  cm, respectively. 

   b) The supposition of the model of a structural  system  : The  dyna-

mic characteristics are expressed by a set of the products of the distribu-

tions and the corresponding standard values of the physical quantities of 

the structural system. The non-dimensional dynamic model defined as a  set
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of the distributions should be comprehensive and essential as well as concrete 

and realistic, though the supposition of the model is nothing but the restric-

tion to the structural system to be design. And also, it should  be noticed 

that the model must contain the dimensionless design parameters which 

have primarily important effects on the earthquake responses. Thus the 

model is supposed to be a multi-degree-of-freedom shear type system with 

the  bi-linear hysteretic characteristics. And all effects of the viscous 

damping, bending and torsional vibrations, and the ground-structure coupling 

vibration are neglected  here2,6,8). Then the dynamic characteristics of the 

non-dimensional model consist of the distribution vectors and the rigidity 

ratios of the second bi-linear branches to the first branches. The distribu-

tion vectors are concerned to mass, rigidity of the first bi-linear branch, 

and strength or relative displacement or elastic potential energy at the 

elastic limit. And the rigidity ratios can be expressed as the product of a 

distribution vector and a standard value. 

   c) The selection of the measures of aseismic safety and the esti-

mation of earthquake responses : The earthquake responses and their 

allowable responses should be estimated in terms of the measures of aseismic 

safety. The ductility  factor° which concerns to the instantaneous defor-

mation, as an important measure of the comprehensive aseismic safety, and 

the dissipated hysteretic energy factor related to the cyclic fatigue, as 

another important measure, are introduced here. Namely, the former is 

defined as the ratio of the elasto-plastic relative displacement to the rela-

tive displacement at the elastic limit, and the latter as the ratio of the 

dissipated hysteretic energy to the potential energy at the elastic limit, 

respectively. Then the basic responses of the structural model can be 

defined as the maximum ductility factor and the total dissipated hysteretic 

energy factor with respect to time. And so the aseismic safety can be 

estimated by comparing these quantities with the corresponding allowable 

values obtained from the ultimate values over the proper safety factor AR. 

Also as auxiliary responses, the offset factor and the overturning moment 

factor are introduced here. The former means the ratio of the permanent 

set with respect to the relative displacement to the elastic limit and the 

latter the ratio of the overturning moment due to a earthquake excitation 

to the elastic resisting moment. 

   d) Non-dimensional earthquake response analysis and the basic re-
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sponse  diagram  : To determine the optimum dynamic characteristics, the 

non-dimensional  earthquake responses should be analyzed with respect to 

the various sets of distributions of the dynamic characteristics and the 

appropriate non-dimensional wave shape functions of earthquake excitations. 

And they should be calculated in the wide domain of independent parameters 

of non-dimensional earthquake, which are defined by the physical quantities 

of the structural system and the earthquake excitations. Thus these 

numerical results are expressed as the basic response and auxiliary response 

diagrams for the specific distributions of the dynamic characteristics and 

the non-dimensional wave shape function. 

   e) The determination of the optimum dynamic  characteristics  : The 

optimum dynamic  characteristics1° are to be determined to control the 

maximum earthquake responses of the structural system uniformly within 

their allowable values for a group of prescribed earthquake excitations. 

This can be done from the basic response diagrams considering the allowable 

values of responses, the fundamental natural period of the structural system 

and the frequency characteristics of the maximum acceleration amplitude, 

if the type of the structural system is prescribed. Here it is convenient 

to separate the optimum dynamic characteristics into two sets of optimum 

distributions and corresponding standard values. 

   i) The determination of the distributions of the optimum dynamic 

characteristics : The distributions of the optimum dynamic characteristics 

should be measured by the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation 

with respect to the basic responses devided by the corresponding distribu-

tion coefficients of the allowable values of the responses in the sense that 

these distributions make the aseismic safely to be uniform. These optimum 

distributions can be determined so as to make the above-mentioned measure 

to be large as possible in the appropriately wide domain of the independent 

parameters of the non-dimensional earthquake. 
   ii) The determination of the standard values of the optimum 

dynamic characteristics  : The optimum standard values can be obtained 

from the basic response diagram with respect to the optimum distributions 

under the condition that the earthquake responses remain within the cor-

responding allowable values,  that is, the maximum of the basic responses 

over the corresponding distribution coefficients of allowable values is not 

to be greater than the standard value of allowable values.
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   The above-obtained optimum dynamic characteristics can be easily 

applied to the real structural system with multiple degrees of freedom. 

 f) The determination of aseismic design data at the  first  stage  : 

The aseismic design data which mean the several distribution data with 

respect to the lateral force coefficients, the shear coefficients and the al-

lowable elasto-plastic potential energy etc. can be easily introduced from 

the optimum distributions. While the base shear coefficient, the allowable 

elasto-plastic potential energy factor, the total allowable elasto-plastic 

potential energy coefficient and the formulas to calculate the natural periods 
of the structural system etc. can be easily deduced as the functions of 

known or presumable design parameters from the standard values of the 

optimum dynamic characteristics. 

   In the following sections, we divide them into three subsections. In 

the first subsections (3.1, 4.1, 5.1), we study on the basic equations under 

the above-mentioned assumptions. In the second subsections (3.2, 4.2, 5.2), 

we discuss about the earthquake response problem of the ductile structure 

assuming a three degrees of freedom system with perfectly elasto-plastic 

characteristics and the El Centro type wave shape function. And in the 

third subsections (3.3, 4.3, 5.3), we consider mainly on the tall, ductile 

structure of the bi-linear elasto-plastic characteristics under the supposition 

of a five degrees of freedom system and two typical different wave shape 

functions (i.e., El Centro type and Vernon type), to clarify the effects of 

the slightly positive rigidities of the second bi-linear branches and the 

wave shape function on the earthquake responses and aseismic design 

 data2,10,12) 

    3. Earthquake response analyses and response diagrams 

   3.1 According to the suppositions concerning the group of earthquake 

excitations and the model of structural system, the non-dimensional funda-

mental differential equation for the earthquake response analysis can be 

expressed by 

   d2v  ml   d
r2  ;  rj,  di)  —  Ki+3.501+102J+1-721  ;  7J+i,  81+0  =  —Mja•a(r) 

                                        (1) 

 9  =1,  2,   n,  Vo-=  0,  72n  =72n+1
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where 

 r  =  Nik/11?.7.9  V5--(Y1-17)/4, (2) 
 Mi=  Mil  K  .1=  Kii/TC,  1,5=  K2  J/  Kli,  8.1=  41/  ZT, 

 IS  1=  K18  =  3  .1/B  =  Ki141/ (3) 

 C0J021-72.1-1  ;  rJ,  ai)  =  °,1(175—  Y5-1 ; K15, K25,  zli)/IClizT 

 a=  AM  /13  =A1171/RI, a(r)  =  a  (Ni 117-1/.1?• 1-)  (c12/dT2)17  /  A  I  T 

 p=-1-a/51-=Td/iT (4) 

And the group of earthquake excitations is to be given by the following 

frequency characteristics of the maximum acceleration amplitude A. 

                 d2F                —A•a(T),  A=A(Td)  (5)  dT2 

 A=  ca,  Trz<Tdi : constant maximum acceleration 

 A  =  C,  Td,,  T  as  �T  ,�T  au : constant maximum velocity (6-a) 

 A=  CdT  d-2,  T  du<T : constant maximum displacement 

where T : time,  Yi  : displacement of the  j-th story with respect to the fixed 

coordinate,  M5  : mass of the j-th story,  03 :  bi-linear hysteretic characteristic 

of the  j-th story,  Klb K2, : each rigidity of the first and second  bi-linear 

branch of  0j,  Lb,  Bi: relative displacement and strength at the elastic 

limit of  0j,  M,  I?,  zi, B : standard values of mass, rigidity, displacement 

and strength,  n: number of degrees of freedom or total number of stories 

of the model,  F=  Yo : ground displacement, A : maximum amplitude of 

ground acceleration, a(T) : wave shape function of ground acceleration, 
 T  : time constant (time duration), 1T : fundamental natural period,  Ca,  

: constants corresponding to the constant maximum acceleration, 

velocity and displacement, respectively,  T  du,  Tat: upper and lower limit of 

time constant  Td in the range of the constant maximum velocity. 

   a(T) is the normalized wave shape function of the accelerogram of the 

El centro or the Vernon earthquake.  T  d is the time duration of an earth-

quake excitation and has a concept of time constant which corresponds 
uniquely to the peak frequency of the spectral density of a(T). Such a 

supposition of a group of earthquake excitations may be necessary to obtain 

the stable structural design for the essentially indeterminable and unpre-

dictable violent earthquakes. For the very intense earthquake excitation 

groups, the constants  Ca,  C5,  Cd,  T21 and  T  du are chosen here as follows
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   El Centro  type  :  Cd  =  0.4  9  =  3.92  x  102  cm/sect,  C5  =10' cm/sec, 

 CI=  7.65  X  10' cm (6-b) 

 Td/  =  25.5  sec,  Trz.=  76.5  sec 

   Vernon type :  Ca =  0.49, = 3.92  X  102  cm/sect,  Cr, = 4.30 X  102  cm/sec, 

 Cd-=  1.42  X  105  cm (6-c) 
 =  11.0  sec,  Tau= 33.0  sec 

The frequency characteristics defined by eq. (6-a) can be expressed by the 

following equation, using the non-dimensional intensity and frequency para-

meters a and  p--, defined by eq. (4) which are two independent parameters 

of a non-dimensional acceleration excitation. 

 a-CaM/B,  p<  pz  =  Taz/iT 

  ap=Cf,' VMk/1113,  p (7) 

 aP2  =  Cd/ChT2B,  Pu<  =  ({m/},  {KI}) 

 wheri  17 is the non-dimensional fundamental period determined only from 

the distribution vectors  {rnd and  {KJ} in the elastic range. If we choose 

v instead of a, the intensity parameter v becomes 

    ATa Ard  B4   v=ap-=--==(8)E(B/M)
1TIT ^E/M'2 

This is proportional to the maximum velocity amplitude of earthquake 

excitation and to the reciprocal of the root of elastic limit potential energy 

per unit mass. And so the frequency characteristics expressed by eq. (7) 
becomes 

 vp-1=Q114/B,  p<  pz 

 v  =  MEA113,  ppu                                         (9) 

 vp-Cd17/1 .72B,  p.<  p 

   The maximum ductility factor  rD and the total dissipated hysteretic 

energy factor  r  E to be considered as the basic responses are expressed by 

the following relations, respectively. 

 rp=  {rail  =  {172  ={1Yi  -  Imax/z1j} (10) 

 r  E = =  {2uilai} = {2  U4/41} (11) 

where  U, is the sum of the absolute values of  plastic deformations of the 

j-th story. 

   The  bi-linear hysteretic characteristic function  gai is to be expressed by 

the sum of two terms.
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 C01011-711-1  ;  71,  (31)=  (1-  r.1)Cco?+(ri/(1—r)))q)JeJ 

 caiv=c0i(VJ  —V5-1  ; 0,  81),  CD,C=CP.5(72)-72J-1 ; 1,  c.°) (12) 

In eq. (12),  colv represents the perfectly elasto-plastic characteristic function 

and  dye the elastic characteristic function, respectively. Therefore, the 

hysteretic dissipated energy is contributed by the first term. Then the 

total dissipated hysteretic energy factor  rE can be expressed in the form 

of eq.  (11). 

 rei  =  2Kii  (1  -  Y041  U7K1.5(1  -ri)z1i2=2U)/z1, (13) 

    The offset factor  r.6, and the maximum moment factor  {Tho} introduced 

as auxiliary responses are expressed by the following  relations, respectively. 

        ,f,,J  (Vi -V1-1) r     ri,={7-1.5!=t0-— rilsgn coj(02;-72.1-1)r  ; ii, 64 
                      8, 

    = 

      i(1— ri)[ (Y1—Yi—sgn 01((Y1- Y1-1)r; K11,  K21, 4.1).1(14-a)                     ,diI-Or 

  n j n  J  . 

 i 1  

        

I E illcicai+(Eli)KiCoiln.11 E Li01+(E Lo.                                                          0,1,.. 
{Tho} _       Rd

i    BiLi (14-b) 

And the maximum overturning moment factor  rm is defined by the maximum 

moment factor of the first story. Thus  rM means the ratio of the maximum 

absolute value of the overturning moment at the basement to the standard 

value of the elastic resisting moment. 

 n  n 

 ra =  riniBiLi/AL= lEtowi I..= I ELzOilma..c/BL (15) 
 i=1 i=1. 

where  (>2.1-  721-Dt=  (Y1—  Yi-i)f/.1  li=Li/r, (16) 

 (Y1-  Yi-1)f is the final maximum amplitude of the elastic relative displace-

ment of the  j-th story.  L, is the height of the j-th story. And L is the 

standard value of the height of interstory. 

   As regards the dynamic characteristics of the structural model , the 
following independent quantities are introduced by 

 {My}  =M{mi},  {41}=1{81} 

                            }(17)            {K1,}=17-(10},-(K211=R{r,10}=Rr{itiKi} 

where  {rni},  {al},  {oi},  {!iti}, are distribution vectors and  17 ,  Tf,  zl, r are 
the corresponding standard values, respectively. For the convenience of 

earthquake response analyses, we presuppose that the distribution  {rni} of 

masses and the rigidity ratios  {ri} of the second bi-linear branches to the
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first branches are uniform and also the rigidity distribution  {10} of the 

first branches is linear, and that the relation between {1 cj} and  {8j} or -G1311 

is characterized by the index c from 1/2 to 1, corresponding to the type of 

structural system. That is to say, 

 {mi}  =  {1},  {I-1j}={1}  =  {1} 

              _{2n ±PC2 (n — j)  
 2n  ±PC2n  —  1)1(18) 

 =  {K;c-1}, i.e. ,  {13  j)-  ={cle}  , 1/2-c_51 
 =  1,  2,  ,n 

For the standard values of the dynamic characteristics, the corresponding 
values of the  fiirst story are always selected. 

   3.2 To find the general characters of the non-dimensional earthquake 

responses and to obtain the seismic design data of the ductile structural 

system with an arbitrary fundamental natural period, we  will analyze the 

basic responses under the assumptions that the number n of degrees of 

freedom of the model is equal to three (n  =  3) and the rigidity ratio para-

meter r has zero value  (7=0) and also that the wave shape function is 

El Centro type. As the two independent parameters of non-dimensional 

earthquake excitation, a and p are chosen, and their domain in which the 

response analyses have to be mainly done is roughly estimated by con-

sidering the relation between the group of earthquake excitations and the 

structural system to be designed. Particularly the main variable range of 

p  can  be almost determined only from the property of the wave shape 
function of the earthquake excitations. This range is also suggested from 

the results of the previous earthquake response  analyses9,12"3'  . Assuming 

that the structural system has the fundamental natural period ranging 

from 1 second to 2 seconds and that the base shear coefficient is smaller 

than 0.3, the domain  0.4�  a  �  1.2,  15  p  50 can be presupposed. To deter-

mine the optimum dynamic characteristics, five sets of distribution vectors 

are chosen. They are denoted by  AI=Alf,  B1,  B11, C1 and  C11, where A, 

B and C denote respectively their slope p of the linear distribution of 

rigidity, i.e.,  A:  {KJ}  -=  {1, 1,  1},  B:  {Kj}=  {1, 7/9,  5/9},  C  :  {KJ}  =  {1, 5/7, 

 3/7}, and the subscripts I and II denote the index c of the structural 

system defined by the third equation of eq. (18), i.e.,  I:  c=  1,  II:  c=  1/2. 

The latter classification corresponds to the type of structures. That is to 

say, I and II represent the idealized braced and the idealized framed
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structure, respectively. The ordinary structures may be in between I and 

IL 

   Thus the numerical calculations based on the Runge Kutta's third order 

procedure are carried out by means of Kyoto University Digital Computer, 
KDC-I. As the results, some of the basic response diagrams for the 

maximum ductility factor  TD—{r43} and the total dissipated hysteretic energy 

factor  rE={rei} are shown in Figs. 7-12. These basic response diagrams 

show the similar qualitative trend though the basic response diagrams of 

 rE are smoother than those of  rp,. Both of them are the increasing func-
tions of a and p, and their values increase abruptly when p becomes greater 

than a specific value. And also they are gradually dispersed with respect 

to space level  j when both values of a and p are increased. But it is 

found that if we choose v instead of a as an intensity parameter, the basic 

responses become the weak functions of the frequency parameter  p-'. From 

the similarity between the two basic responses, it is pointed out that the 

ductility factor can be regarded as the only basic measure of  aseismic 

safety. This corresponds to the fact that the most of the total dissipated 
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hysteretic energy is contributed to a few cycles of relative displacement 

with large ductility factor. As both values of a and p become larger,  the 

instability of the basic responses may be considerably prevented by the both 

effects of the slightly positive rigidities of  the second branches in the bi-

linear hysteretic characteristics and of the internal viscous  dampings9-12). 

   3.3 Particularly to obtain the aseismic design data of tall, elasto-plastic 

structural system with the long fundamental natural period from 2 to 5 

seconds, the non-dimensional earthquake responses of a five degrees of 

freedom system are analyzed by an indirect, slow type electronic analog 

computer in Department of Architecture, Kyoto University. In this case 

the two typical different non-dimensional wave shape functions of the El 

Centro and the Vernon type are considered. And the uniformly distributed 

mass  {m1}={1} and rigidity ratios  {r;}=r{1} are introduced here. And 

also the standard value r of the rigidity ratios is supposed to be 0, 0.1 and 

0.2. Then the maximum ductility factor  YD,  the offset factor  r, and the 

maximum overturning moment factor  TM defined by eqs. (10), (14-a) and 

(15) are computed in the appropriate domain of the parameters of  the 
non-dimensional earthquakes, provided that the range of the intensity 

parameter  v defined by eq. (8) is determined so as to produce the responses 
with the maximum ductility factors  rd., from 1 to 5, and provided that the 
range of the frequency parameter  p--' defined by eq. (4) can be determined 

from both the fundamental natural period 1T of the structure and the 

frequency characteristics of the earthquake excitation group. For the 

convenience of analyses the structural model is limited to only two kinds 

 B1 type and  C11 type, which seem to be suitable in a sense of uniformly 

distributed aseismic safety. Both  B  1 and  Cil type are characterized by 

the set of two quantities  p and  c defined by eq. (18) ; that is, (p=3/2, 

c=1) and  (p=3,  c=1/2), respectively. The computed results are shown 

in Figs.  13-.-21. As a general trend, the earthquake responses  YD,  r, and 

 TM are all the increasing functions of  v, among which  Tv and  TM are the 
weak functions of  p--1. Clearly the variances of  rp and  r, are the increasing 

functions of v and the decreasing functions of r. The effect of r on  rD 

is large particularly in the slightly positive range, and is decreasing 

gradually when r is increasing. But, the effect of r on  IF' is not decreas-
ing so much as that of  r on  YD,  from the following equation. 

 (1—  ri)/ri (19)
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The maximum overturning moment factor  TM and its variance with respect 

to v, on the contrary, are increasing functions of r. This fact may be con-

cerned to the following inequality. 

 161�  Elti3.1C1-Prj(rd)—M (20) 

 L In this analysis,  TM seems to be a weak function of v,  p--1 and r. And its 

value is in the range,  75%-400% of the upper bound in the case  Y=0, 

 {/i}={1} and n=5, i.e. the sum of  Pi's. Regardless of the wave shape 
functions, the El Centro type and the Vernon type, there is such a trend 

that the responses of  B., and  Czl models are dispersing and those of the 

lower stories are particularly increasing as both values of  v and  p-1 are 

larger. This trend must be considerably restrained by the introduction of 

the slightly positive parameter r. It is noticed that  the non-dimensional 

wave shape functions have little effect on the above-mentioned qualitative 

characteristics of the earthquake responses though they have considerable 

effect on the quantitative characteristics of the responses, as found in the 

following sections. 

           4. Optimum dynamic characteristics 

   4.1 The optimum dynamic characteristics for a excitation group can be 

defined by the following conditional minimum value problem, considering 

the maximum ductility factor TB as the most important basic response of 

the structural system. 

 1\ 2  1=E vi2(rd' (21) 

                  n 

          max  f"  -  rd  j-  1,  2, , n. (22) 
                    1  v1 

where  {7  a  .1)- represents the maximum of  {rdi}  to the excitation group.  {1)1} 
is the distribution vector of the allowable values of the ductility factor 

 {ni}, and  rd is the corresponding standard value. Namely 

 {Ts  (mow.  -{rdurt.  i/ARI}-rri{vi} (23) 

where  rd  allow.  i and  rd  zat. j denote the allowable and ultimate ductility 

factors of the  j-th story respectively, and ARi is the properly chosen safety 

factor of the  j-th story. This problem is to find the dynamic characteristics 

 (M{Yni},  k{lo},  A811,  {ii}) so as to make the functional I minimize
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under the condition of eq. (22) and of the prescribed excitation group. If 

an excitation group is given by  A(7',3) and  a(1-),  {rd,} is determined as a 

function of the dynamic characteristics of the structural model, that is 

 d)}  =  {r-  {K  {ai},  {r3} ;  M, R,  d ;  A  CT  a  (T))} (24) 

As a general rule, the optimum dynamic characteristics should be determined 

under consideration of the two kinds of excitation groups with different 

intensities. And the optimum dynamic characteristics should be stable in 

spite of the wide variations of various parameters with respect to both the 

structural system and the earthquake excitation, because of the indeter-

minate property of earthquake excitations and of the structural modifica-

tions of the dynamic characteristics under the various actual conditions. 

Therefore, the dynamic characteristics must be suitable in the appropriately 

wide domain of the two independent parameters of the non-dimensional 

earthquake, that is to say, the following formulation may be possible. 

                     '12ds/Sds        I=ljvi2(max  raird  
          n1=1J v1 1)J 

 n  =1 .)52 (a—1)2ds/Sds 
  J=(25) 

1 

         1         �- JE1vizS SrDs2(a+b)2ds/Sds 
 R  R            n. 

 max  fdi  =  (r.  k+  (d)k(rns)k5_  (rd)x,  k=  1, 2. (26) 

 

J  1)1  k 

where  ds=dcr•dp-1 or  ds=dv•dp-1 

                 rd, n  2)1/2      raj=r pm+rdld,E rpm=r.os=—E raid              n 3.1 ' n 3=1 (27) 

 nrdi=  rd  /rps  ,  a=  max  nrd b=  —min  nrdi 
 j  j 

and  raj/vi,  fp', and  ?DS denote each response value due to the most 

destructive wave of a prescribed excitation group. Subscript k in eq.  (26) 

denotes the classification of excitation groups  (k=1 or 2 corresponds to 

the very intense group and the moderately intense group respectively). The 

equality sign in eq. (22) might be replaced by the inequality sign in eq. 

(26), since  two different excitation groups is to be considered at the same 
time. 

    On the other hand, the optimum dynamic characteristics can be 

separated to two sets of optimum distributions and standard values.
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 -T?{IC1},  2{81},  Y{PJ}Doptimoon for  k-1, 2 

 {K,},  {85},  ilj,_olitimuln  2n  72, (28) 

 CA  K,  4popti9r6uvb for  k-1, 2) 

 So it may be convenient to discuss separately on the optimum distributions 

and standard values. The  set  ,of the optimum distributions may be defined 

by eq. (25) and can be determined from the basic response diagrams of 

the maximum ductility factor  rD calculated for various non-dimensional 

structural models and earthquake excitations. In eq. (25) the non-dimen-

sional domain R may be previously determined by the two kinds of stan-

dard values of allowable maximum ductility factor and by the roughly 

estimated interrelations between the fundamental natural period  IT of the 

structure and the two kinds of prescribed excitation groups. In general, 

 {ni} is a non-dimensional vector function in the form, 

 frri/I-frv(a,  p ;  {6},  {n}  a(r))} (29-a) 
 Or 

 =  {rai(v ,  p ;  {KJ},  {83},  {ri}  a(r))} (29-b) 

each of which corresponds to the intensity parameter a or v. Then the 

minimum value problem given by eq. (25) can be discussed only in non-

dimensional space, and the set of the  optimum distributions can be deter-

mined so as to minimize the functional I defined in R to a prescribed 

wave shape function of earthquake excitations. The set of the optimum 

standard values, on the other hand, can be determined from eq. (26) using 

the basic response diagram with respect to  the , above-mentioned optimum 
distributions.  Eq. (26) contains the standard values of the dynamic char-

acteristics and the frequency characteristics of the maximum acceleration 

amplitude of the excitation group as in eq. (24). Therefore the set of 

the optimum standard values is determined so that  every value of 

 max(fddvi)k for the two different excitation groups remains within the 

corresponding standard value of the allowable maximum ductility factor 

 (rd)k. In the above procedure to determine the optimum dynamic char-

acteristics, the optimum distributions are mainly intended to obtain the 

uniform distribution of aseismic safety, and also the optimum standard 

values are intended to  give  the most economical assurance of the prescribed 

aseismic safety to the structural system. So eq. (25) can be simplified by 

eq. (30), because the maximum value a and  absolute minimum value
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b of the normarized random variable  nrdi with respect to  j are expressed 

by the random functions of both the parameters of the non-dimensional 

earthquake and the distribution vectors of the dynamic characteristics. 

 /=Srpsds/Sdsmax  rDs (30) 

It may be desirable to choose a weak function of the parameters of the 

non-dimensional earthquake as the measure of the suitable dynamic char-

acteristics, because the optimum distributions should be determined in the 

wide domain of the parameters. From this point of view, eq. (30) should 

be replaced by the following equation, 

          /=5SDs/rD9r0 ds/55ds_max(rps/rpm) (31) 

whre the functional  I is the mean of the standard deviation choosing  (rDn) 

as the weighting function. Thus the optimum distributions of the dynamic 

characteristics can be obtained so as to minimize this mean. As the 

quantity  rps/rpm is a weak function in the domain R, eq. (31) may be 
roughly estimated by the following quantity. 

 I  =  max  (rDs/rDm) (32) 

Or, taking the ratio of the maximum deviation  ains to the mean  rpm, we 

have 

 /  = max  (arils/rpm) (33) 

In the engineering sense, the optimum distributions may be considered as 

the set of the suitable distribution vectors of dynamic characteristics 

which makes the functional  I be smaller than a value  e chosen appropriately. 

Under this consideration to eq. (33), the following inequality may be 

expected. 

        maxrd,rd for all points in R (34) 

And the optimum standard values defined by eq. (26) are determined by 

the following procedure. We determine, at first, the superior response of 

the maximum ductility factor  {ral} divided by the distribution  -0,j/ of the 

allowable value. 

 sup{rdi/v1} = max  (rd  i/v (35)
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This quantity is generally a increasing function of the intensity parameter 

a or  V. Making this quantity be equal to the standard value ra of the 

allowable responses, and solving on a or v from this equation, then a or v 

is expressed as a single-valued function of p and  rd containing r. 

 a=  a(p,  rd ; r) or  V  =  v  (p,  ra ; r) (36) 

And the standard value M of mass is assumed to be known here. Con-

sidering the fundamental natural period  1T as a parameter, the standard 

value  K of rigidity and the standard value B of strength at the elastic 

limit can be expressed as follows 

 K=  E(1T)  (iv/iT)EM (37) 

 B  =  B  (1T  rd  ;  r)  =max  Bk,  Bk=MaX(Beik, Bea,  Edit) (38) 

 k In eq. (38). subscripts  a,  i) and  d correspond to each sub-group of the 

supposed  excitation group that are characterized by the constant maximum 

acceleration, velocity and displacement, respectively, and subscript  h 

denotes one of the excitation groups as shown in eq. (26). For simplicity, 

we will consider hereafter about the very intense excitation group only. 

Then the subscript k in eq. (38) can be excluded. Choosing a as an 

intensity parameter,  Be,  Be and  Bd- are obtained by the following equations. 

 Be=  QM                      min  (a)  =min  a(p,  rd ; r) 
      min (a) ' 

  p<pz p< pt  p< pt 

     = 

     C-M                    
, min (ap) min a (p,; r)P   min (a p)(39-a) 

      PtcPSPu  Pz5P_pu 
         C-M   B

cf= d                        min  (ape)  =min a(p,  rd ;  r)  p2        min(ap2)
,,T2 '  pu<p  Pu<P 

 Pa<P 
where  pt  =T  dz/  ,  pu=  Tdu/iT 

   If we take v instead of a, as an intensity parameter eq . (39-a) is 

replaced by the following equations. 

      CM   B
ei= a                         min (vp-9 =min v(p,  ra ;  r)p-1        min  (vp-1)  ' 

 P<Pt  P<Pz  to<Pi 

         C-M   B =v  
min (v)T' min  (v) =  min v(p,  ra ; r)                                                (39-b) 

           i 

 Pz5ppu  p15ppu  Pi5_p5p24, 

 Bd.=  cdm 
       min (vp)17-2 ' min (vp) = min v(p,ra;  r)p 

 Pa<P Pa<p  Pa<P
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Eqs.  (37)  (39) are based on the fact that  sup{rdi/v5} is  an increasing 

function of the intensity parameter and that  K and B are independent 

each other. The partial derivative of  sup{rai/v1} with respect to a or  v 

is sectionally continuous and not negative in each range where the con-

tinuity is valid. So the following inequality is valid since  Oa/OB or 

 av  /OD is always negative. 

                                    Oa            a-sup {rd,/v1)-= sup{rdi/v5)-. _ 0(40-a) 
  OBOaOB 

 Or alsup (rai/vi)-=  av sup {1-d/oar; =-‹  (40-h) 
The independence between  FC and B may be valid for the composite struc-

ture, and then the aseismic structural elements, the earthquake  resistant 

walls or  bracings, should be generally applied to the structural system. 

When the independence is not valid, the relation between  K and  B must 

be prescribed. Under the rough presumption of the properties of a struc-

tural system, the incremental relation between  K and  B is only to be 

known. Without loss of generality, we can assume this relation to be 

linear. That is, the standard value  .!T of the relative displacement at the 

elastic limit may be previously known, corresponding to the number of 

degrees of freedom of the structural model and to the outlined properties 

of the original structural system. In this case, both  K and B are deter-

mined by the functions of  4 and  r„ containing r as a parameter. Elimi-

nating 1T from the following two relations, 

 B=  B  (1T  ,  r, ; r) 

            B= R4 = (ir/iT)211r1-(41) 
we obtain 

          B=B(I, r, ; r),R= .13/ 21= TC(I,; 

         1T = WI/BD 1/2 =17' (zT, rd ; r) (42) 

In eqs. (41) and (42), the following inequality is assumed to be valid in 

each domain of the continuous partial derivatives. 

                                                        , 

                     a   sup {radvi} =sup{raj/v1}app sup{rat/v1}) aP- 
   ar3uajaParoaB 

                             Of,  sup{rd )/2, 1} - 0 (43)         asOB— 
where 

              sup  {r,i/vi}  =  sup  {raj  (a, p  ;r)/v3}
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            fc= fc (P,  B)=ACoirC1171I/BDin)1171/B 
           afeOp  Or— sup {raj/v,}= (vovusup{raj/vi}c,a sup{ray/vi}) ar3 

   OB JOp 

                         0+
uv013supfrdi/vilaf_e_� (44) 

where 
 sup  {rdilvi}  =  sup  {rdl(v,  p ;  7)  /1)1} 

 A=  fc(P,  B) =A (Piz'  (lad/BD  ii2)P1171/B 

The other standard values  d and E, and also the standard value P of the 

allowable elasto-plastic potential energy  {P5} can be determined by substi-

tuting eqs. (37), (38) or (42) corresponding to the relation between  K 

and B, into  the following equations. 

             a= 
              B —BiT2                        E= B  B2iT2  

  — 

 KMis-2 2  21141r2                                          (45) 

                                                 B217.2         P = C2rd — 1 + r (rd —1)2DE= C2rd — 1+ r(rd —1)2D - 
                                                   2MIT-2 

Consequently the optimum dynamic characteristics of the structural model 

with the  bi-liner hysteretic characteristics are completely determined as a 

set of the following vectors. 

 {M1}=111{1/5),  {1C11}=k{Ki},  {K21}=R{rilci}=17r{1tiKi} 

 {43}=1{6},  {B1}=B{S11=-8{1clai},  {E1}=E{ei}=E{Ici8.12} (46) 

     {pi} = p{i,j} = p kiaj, 2raVi1+ritj(roj- 1)2                         2rd1+r(rd —1)z I 

Since  {/l/5}=./q{mi} and  {ra  allow.  J}=1^a{vi} may be considered as the known 

vectors, at most three vectors are mutually independent among the six 

unknown vectors  K{Kj},  B{J3j},  P{pi} and  {ri}---r{tti}. The 

optimum distributions of dynamic characteristics are provided with three 

independent non-dimensional vectors, for instance  {KJ},  {itj} and  r{Iij}, 

corresponding to the known non-dimensional vectors  {mj} and  rd(vi}'s.  If 

the optimum distributions can be found out, only two independent standard 

values of the optimum dynamic characteristics should be determined. These 

standard values are arbitrary two elements of a set of the optimum stand-

ard values  (K,  d  B,  E,  P) which corresponds to  M{mj} and  rd{vi}'s. 

If 1T or  ZI is given, the independent standard value might be reduced to 

one of B,  E and  P- It may be convenient for the design data to replace 

B by the so-called base shear coefficient  S.
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      B  A AT  d   = (47) 

s 

 WT  gMT  
 gME  mj  ga  E  mi  917-v  E  mj  j =1 

where  g is the acceleration of gravity. Wr and  MT are total mass and 

total weight, respectively. From eqs. (36), (38), (39) and (47), the base 

shear coefficient s can be determined as a function of 1T and  rd, contain-

ing  r. 
 s=max(sei,  sd) (48) 

provided with 

 Si7  (1T ; Y) —  
 min  (a)g  E  mi 

 P<P1  J=1 

           Si5=Si;(17ra  ;  r)=C"  
                         min  (ap)giT E mj(49-a) 

                          P1�P�.Pu  j=i 

             Sd=s,i(iT ,rd;  r)  =Cci  
 min  (ap2)g,T2  E 

 Pu<P  j=1  / 
 Or 

           Sei=SaGT,r„  ;7)— Ca  
 min  (vp-1)g  E 

 P<P1 i=1 

                                                  I;      Si; =GT , ;  r)  = C(49 -b) 
 min  (v)giT  E  mj 

 pz�p�pu  = 
 Cd  

 sd=sd(ir,rd  ;  = 
 min  (vp).9-17.2  E  mj 

 Pu<P 

In the same way, E and P can be replaced by the standard values of 

equivalent relative velocities. Ve and  Vep respectively. 

 n 

                           Sir E  mj  E1
j1   =—2—17e2, Ve =(iT ,;= 

                                           (50) 
                                               siTg.E  mj P

—
2  m-.—Ve,17          2,,„=Vep(iT, rd ; r)= C2rd —1+r (rd1)2D112J=1  

And also, we can introduce the following quantities for E and P-

        E 1 17.j)2 
ee= eeGT ;Ts ;  r)  = =e= 2  9
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                P1 T7-22rd 1 +i(rd —2 (  S'T )2it-eei,=eenGT,; = == 
 W2 

            E E  es 

          -   

                                            EI 8J8.1 (51) 
Pe---peGT, yr/; r)= j1-77- = Ve2 7,           WT= 

E  W5 W E2g                                                E  M.)  =1  5=1  5=1 

                            SIT E mi)2 EICj2c-1 
                  = 1( 1 1=1  

 2\ n  E  192
, 

 5- 

 T  1= 
               EP1pE  PSE  PJ     11   

  PeP=PenGT, rd r)= TAT=  n 5=1  =  2V en-)n —               rrT E  w
i W E  mi g  E  112j 

 5=1  5=1  5=1 

               1 
                       SIT E )2  E ici2c-1(2r0).1-1+71-I.1(7-0).1-1)a) 

     J-11=1  
 2 It-  ,  9  E  

Ms 
 1=1 

                                         (52) 

where  Ws and W are the weight of the  j-th mass and its standard value. 

 Er and  Pr are the total elastic potential energy at the elastic limit and 

the total allowable elasto-plastic potential energy. And so  ee and  e,„ can 

be designated as the elastic potential energy factor and the allowable 

elasto-plastic potential energy factor, respectively. And also  pe and  Pep 

can be called as the total elastic potential energy coefficient and the total 

allowable elasto-plastic potential energy coefficient respectively. If we 

substitute the third equation of (42) into eqs.  (49)-452),  s,  Ve,  Vep,  ee, 

 epp,  pe and  pep can be expressed by the functions of  LT,  ra and  Y. However, 

it is noticed that these quantities  Vey,  ee,  eep,  pe and  pep— can 

be considered to be hardly influenced by the idealization of the structural 

model, for instance, the number of degrees of freedom of the specific model. 

   4.2 From Figs.  7---10, it is found that the models of  B1 and  Cir type 

to the El Centro type excitation group may have the optimum distributions 

at least in the domain  cr�-1.0, p<35  (rd<10) and  a�1.0, p<35  (rd<8), 

respectively, under the assumption of the uniform distribution  {v1}={1} 

of the allowable ductility factor. The base shear coefficient S corresponding 

to  B7 and  C,r type can be obtained from eqs. (48), (49-a) at  {mi}={1}, 

 n=3, and eq. (6-b) to the very intense excitation group with the El
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Centro type wave shape function. To find general character of the base 

shear coefficient  s, it is assumed here that the maximum ductility factor 

 TD in the ranges p<15 and p>50 is constant. For p<15, the lower harmo-
nic responses are excited by the low frequency power as well as the 

 higher harmonic responses by the peak frequency power of the supposed 

acceleration excitation. While, for  p  >50, the lower harmonic responses 

are mainly excited by the higher frequency power over the peak frequency. 

When 1T varies from the small value to the large value, the main range 

 15�p�50 falls successively into the ranges characterized by the constant 

maximum acceleration, velocity and displacement amplitude. Supposing 

that the main range falls separately into the above-mentioned frequency 

characteristics, the base shear coefficients  sa, and  sd obtained by eqs. 

(49-a) and (6-b) are shown in Fig. 22. In general, these coefficients 
seem to be the decreasing functions of  ra, and their absolute rate with 
respect to  Td decreases when  Trz becomes larger, although such a trend is 

                                 different in details, for the type of 

 C011Stellt  MaYiNtoe  Aerefertrtion structural system. To find the  in-
 1.2  Cco.Alleg3923/104  cm/sec?  (

a)13 :terrelation between the maximum 
 0.6 

 Cz ductility factor  TD and the total  
i  2  3  4  5 6  7  6  zd dissipated hysteretic energy factor 

 rE, we define the superior of the 
 so  rr SEC Constant MaXIMUM Velocitytotal dissipated hysteretic energy  0.4 Cp /04 cm/sec 

    (b) Ci factor as sup  {rei/vi}  =  max  {rei/vi}, 
 0.2  B1and then  we estimate the value  Ye 

 0   1 2 3 4  5 6  7  61'
d at the solution (a, p) of the  follow-

sar SEC° ConstantMaximum Displacement                                                                                       ..8(ra-1) 
12  (C)rC4cin 1.2     Bi F                        -z 
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 Fig. 22. Base Shear Coefficients sa, Fig. 23. Equivalent Cycle Number of 
 sf, and  sci Based on Maximum  Duc- Hysteresis of  re for  Cv=-104 cm/sec-El 

   tility Factor in  15�p-<50-E1 Centro Centro N-S, Structural Models  Br and 
 N-S, Structural Models  B.T and C11.  Cil  • 

ing equation. 
 sup  {railvi}---rd (53)
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This solution of eq. (53) means the most destructive element of the earth-

quake excitation group. Calculating  fe from Figs. 11 and 12 to the group 
of the constant maximum velocity, we can show, in Fig. 23, the equivalent 

cycle number of hysteresis  hi which is defined as the ratio of the total 

dissipated hysteretic energy  feB372 to the hysteretic energy in one cyclic 

loop of the amplitude  rdzi, that is 

 fn=fe/8(ra-1) (54) 

From Fig. 23, it is found that the total dissipated hysteretic energy is not 

so greater than the energy in one cyclic  loop of the amplitude  rdzi as far 

as  7',22. On this fact it is based to consider the ductility factor as the 

primarily important measure of aseismic safety. The base shear coefficient 
s in the whole range of  17. is obtained approximately by the following 

process. At first, we can determine the value of s at the point  p=50, 
when 1T is small. This value is equal to previously obtained  sa. Second-

ary we determine the value of s in the main range  15�p�50 when 1T is 

intermediate. This value of s is submitted to  s6. Finally when 1T is 

large, we determine the value of s in the range  p<15 from the constant 

maximum acceleration characteristics without referring to  si. The base 

shear coefficients s for the models for  BI and  Gil type are obtained using 

the results in Fig. 22 as shown in Figs. 24 and 25 respectively. Strictly 

calculating s from eqs. (6-b), (7), (36), (48) and (49-a), the smooth 

curves may be obtained. In comparison with these smooth curves, the 

 B1 
 2  Cir 

 1.0  - 1.0 

 Q8-  3- 0.8 
 id  =2 

 0.6-  4  Q6 
 3 

                                                                                                              _ 0.4

.. 64 

                                                                                                                        _                                              6 

 0.20.2 

                            Si 

I° 0.5 1.0 1.52.025 3.0I° 0.5  1.0 L5 2.0 2.53.0 
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 Fig. 24. Base Shear Coefficient for Fig. 25. Base Shear Coefficient for 
   Hypothetical Earthquake Excitation Hypothetical Earthquake Excitation 

   Group-El Centro N-S, Structural Group-El Centro N-S, Structural 
 Model  B1. Model  C11.
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full line curves shown in Figs. 24 and 25 may be in safety side on the 

left side of these figures and in unsafety side on the right side of them . 
And the dotted lines in Figs. 24 and 25 mean the modified base shear 

coefficients in the domain where both 1T and  rd are small , considering the 
internal viscous damping of 5 to  10W, critical damping value for the 

fundamental natural vibration. In these figures, each value of the dotted 

line levels is estimated from dividing the individual values of the full line 

levels for  rd=2, 3, 4 and 6 by 2/3,  (2/3)2/3,  (2/3)'/3 and 1,  respectively3,12) 
   4.3 We discuss again on the structural models of  B1 and  Cll type 

with five degrees of freedom and the slightly positive slope of the second 

 bi-linear branch. From the basic response diagrams shown in Figs.  13-18, 

the mean  re and the standard deviation  rDs defined in eq. (27) are cal-

culated under the assumption of the uniform distribution  {2.,3}={1} of the 

allowable ductility factor. The results for the two different wave shape 

functions are shown in Figs. 26 and 27 for the models of  BI- and  C11 type 

respectively. Hence it is considered that the individual models of  .8/ and 

 Cyr type may have the optimum distributions when the standard value  rd 

is small, but these models can not be optimized if  rd is large. According 

to the basic response diagrams in Figs.  13-18, it may be also considered 

that the slope parameter p defined in eq. (18) is necessary to be larger 

for the optimum distributions in the case of large  rd. It is noticed, 

however, that the effect of the slightly positive rigidity ratio parameter r 

is especially remarkable to optimize the distributions of dynamic charac-

teristics. The standard deviation  rDs is considerably restrained by the 

slightly positive parameter r as shown in Figs. 26 and 27. On the other 

hand the mean  re is a little influenced by the variety of the value of r. 

The effect of r on  rDs increases as  rDs is larger, and decreases as  r is 

larger. The base shear coefficient  s is calculated from eqs. (7), (36), 

(48) and (49-b) to the two excitation groups defined by eqs. (6-a) and 

 (6-b). And the calculated results corresponding to the models of  By and 

 Cly type are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. From these figures, it is found 

that both the wave shape function of excitation group and the optimum 

dynamic characteristics of structural system have little effect on qualitative 

characteristics of the base shear coefficient. The base shear coefficient  s 

is generally the decreasing function of 1T,  rd and r. And, as either  rd or 

r is increasing,  S becomes a weak function of 1T, and also its absolute
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  Fig. 26. Mean and Standard Deviation of Standardized Maximum Ductility 

 Factor-El Centro N-S, Structural Model  B1.
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rate with respect to  rd or  r decreases. However the base shear coefficient 

s for the Vernon type excitation group seems to be smoother than  s for 

the El Centro type. On the other hand, the wave shape function is 

considerably effective on the base shear coefficient  S as to the quantitative 

characteristics. The base shear coefficient  s for the El Centro type has 

almost two or three times value of s for the Vernon type under each 

excitation group of the same intensity. Observing the optimum dynamic 

characteristics, the base shear coefficient s of the model of  B1 type seems 

to be a little smaller than that of  C11 type, particularly for the Vernon 

type excitation group. If we try to compare Figs.  28-29 with Figs.  24-

25, it is found that the base shear coefficient obtained here is a little 

larger than that obtained in previous sub-section 4.2 in the range  1TS3 sec. 

This fact seems to be mainly caused by the increasing trend of the stand-

ard deviation  rDs. 

                5. Aseismic design data 

   5.1 The aseismic design data for a structure are to be determined 

from the optimum dynamic characteristics of the structural model. The 

structural model is assumed to be a n-degrees of freedom system with the 

uniform distribution of masses. And the optimum dynamic characteristics 

of the structure with N-degrees of freedom and non-uniform distribution 

of masses are denoted by 

 113.1V{Mi}N,Ilzstki}N, ENKtycilN, iN{8)}1,7,.T9N{AI}N,EN{ej}N,PN{p,}N 

 2roi  —  1  +  rili(ravj—  1)2  where
191=Kiai, ei=18583, P.1=ei(55)                                   2r d— 1 +Kra —1)2 

 j  =  1,  2,  ,N 

   The optimum distributions are determined by the following process. 

At first, we can obtain the optimum distributions for  {m}N=  {1} from the 

previously determined optimum distributions by replacing n by N and 

preserving the characteristics of  {iii} and  {i)j}. And then, considering 
the assumption that  {mj}N is not so much different  from uniform distribu-

tion, we determine the optimum distribution  {49j}N of the strength at 

elastic limit under such a condition that the distribution of the shear 

coefficient is invariable.
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  -C8.1)-N=-CPN =    N —  j+1 
                                                     2_,Mi  J=1N(56) 

                 ficoN= 2N+PC2(N  —  j)  +      .1/30 j} N{K0)°}N,  2N  +  PC2N  1) 

where the quantities with subscript 0 correspond to the case of  {m7}N--(1) . 
The other several optimum distributions are obtained from eqs . (55) and 

(56) by supposing the relation 81=j,cc--1 or  87=  Ka  jc-i. The above each 

relation corresponds to the fluctuation of mass distribution along the height 

of structure for the quantity change of densities or areas, because the 

masses are expressed as the products of densities and areas. 

   On the other hand, the optimum standard values can be determined as 

the functions of MN, .1.,mi} N,  QN,  rd, r and N by the following parametric 

representations with respect to  1T. 

 N  =  (1rN/  iT)2MN,  i3N=sgMls7  E  mi=S  Wr,  IN=BN/Riv (57-a) 
 1=1 

 EN=BN2/2EN,  PN=  C2rd  —  1  +  r  (yd  —  1)  2)  T3N2/2RN (57-b) 

where 
                         N N 1/2 

      S=SGT r„  ; r), irN= iv/van/717v,J}27r  E1721.7"/.1                               2/ E ] 
 1=1  J=1 

 = LOe (58) 

In eq. (58) the base shear coefficient  s is considered  as an invariant 

through the transform of the dynamic characteristics, and the non-dimen-

sional fundamental period  1ZN determined as a function of the optimum 

distributions  {mi}ls, and  {ON is approximately expressed by the second 

equation of (58), assuming that the shape of the fundamental mode is 

triangular. And  .1N is considered to be known and expressed by the pro-

duct of the standard value L of the height of interstory and the equivalent 

rotational angle  Be of interstory at the elastic limit as shown in eq. (58). 

Thus the various aseismic design data can be determined from the above-

obtained optimum dynamic characteristics. And also the fundamental 

natural period 1T can be expressed as the function of  {MN,4N,  rd, 

and N by solving the following equation. 

 1T2=  1riv2IN/s(1r  ,rd;  r)  •  S  E  M1 (59) 
 J=1 

The aseismic design data which provide the strength  {B 7}N at elastic limit
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consist of the base shear coefficient  s and the distribution  {Si/S} of shear 

coefficients or the distribution  {kj/s} of lateral force coefficients. 

 N 

 Emj      f S
i1Si)=1  = (60)     {f3

j}iv—s)EWit 
               sj.j  ErniPi N— j+1R" 

 J=J 

 Or 
            kJ 

                      .q    {Bj}N=s-{2,—w 
         j_j  SN 

                                         (61) 
                 mjmj   fki J= J kojRe)j+1N [I.3=1  11  sNmj(N— j +1) s+N — j +1— mi(N  —  j)  N 

where 

            k
s"N= {(R0.1— 1901+1) MAT 

 10N  —  61  +3  
           130/=KO/=  10N-3 for /3/, 130i= 1, 1301V+1=0 (62) 

              r  8N— 6j+31/2for C 

 i 

    Roi=x0J112=il,,N                                           j=1,2, ,                      8N-3 

and,  WI,  Si and  kj are the weight of the j-th story, shear coefficient and 

lateral force coefficient, respectively. The aseismic design data to the 

allowable elasto-plastic potential energy  {Pj}N also consist of the standard 

value of the equivalent relative velocities and theirdistribution. 

    12-, 
                                   .67   {PAW =—2—VAirVLjTTeprJ7(VepilN —Vepiv{V"(1.1epi}2v= {(1)j/711j1/2.•}1,7 

 N 

 fie.pN  (2y  —  1+-r  (ra-1)2)1/21Tg E 1(63) 

Otherwise, assuming that  eel or  Pe, in eq. (51) or (52) is an invariant, 

 {Pj}/v can be expressed as follows 
                                    N 

{P j}= eepWN{PN or {P j}.1,7=(Pep/ E Pi)Wr{h}AT (64) 

 — And  {Pj}N. can be also expressed by the following equations corresponding 

to the relation  8i  ---Kje-1 or  Oi=Koje-1. 

            -{2ravi—l+riti(rdvi —1)2                ei• 2
ra—  l+r(1-4—  1)2  1 

      ej—(fircej)20-1  for Oi = Kje-1=(c-1)/0(65) 

 ei=fiico .1"-1 for  8.1=KO3C-1 =  ROi  CC-1)  /e  =  1, 2,  ,N 

If the total  number N of stories tends to infinity, the optimum distribution 

function  43(x) of the strength at elastic limit can be determined as follows
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 13(x)  f(x)  130(x) 

  f(x) —(51 rm(x)dx51-rm(x) dx) (H/ (H— x))    0(66) 
 (x)  =  Ko  (x)  ,  Ko(x)  =1—  (P/  (1+P))(x/H) for  m(x)  =1 

 p=3/2 and c=1 for  BI,  p=3 and c=1/2 for  Cil,  0�x5H 
where the structure is assumed to have the uniform height of interstory 
and H denotes the total height, and  x is measured from the bottom of the 
structure.  m(x) is the distribution function of mass. And,  Ko  (X) and 

 130(x) denote the optimum distributions of rigidity of the first  bi-linear 
branch and of the strength at elastic limit, respectively. The optimum 
distribution function  p(x) of allowable elasto-plastic potential energy is 
determined by 

 p(x) = e(x) • 2r (x) —1+ rig (x) (r0,(x)  —1)2   2rd-1+  r(rd-1)2 
 e(x)  =  (f(x)ico(x))2C-1  =f(x)2c—leo(x) for  6(x)  =  (x)c-  =  B(x)  (c--1)/' 

 e(x)  =  f(x)rco(x)2c-1=  f(x)  eo(x) for  8(x)  =Ko  (X)c-1  =-Bo(x)(c-3.)/e, 
 0�x�H (67) 

where  2.)(x) and  11(x) are the prescribed distribution functions of the 
allowable ductility factor and of the rigidity ratio of the second and first 

 bi-linear branches, respectively. And  rc  (x)  ,  8(x) and e(x) are the optimum 
distribution functions of the rigidity in the first bi-linear brach and of 
the relative displacement and the elastic potential energy at elastic limit, 
respectively. The distribution function k(x)/s of lateral force coefficient 
is given by the following equation. 

 k(x)  =             Lm(x)dx ko,Do(f,                   /  +P/m(x)dx     s  m(x)  (H— x)H— x[ m(x)  (H— x)(68) 
where 

 ko(x)  = H d 180(x)  pc p  x1 y81(x —H)•H (69)  sdx i+p(1 i+pl+p 
81-(x) denotes the delta-function. Then the second term at the right 

side of eq. (69) means the concentrated force applied to the top story. 

The lateral force  {Fi} to determine the optimum strenght at elastic limit 

is obtained by using both the base shear coefficient S and the above-ob-

tained distribution k(x)/s of lateral force coefficient. Namely we have 

 SWT   k(X  j)             = {k(x .5)= k(x i)s                                           (70)                 Y.]• W  -1 S
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where k(x) is the lateral force coefficient and  xi is the coordinate cor-

responding to the  j+1-th floor. 

   The optimum distribution functions of structural models  B1 and  Cu 

type and the corresponding distribution function of lateral force coefficient 

in the case that  N-)00 and m(x)  =1, are shown in Figs. 30 and 31, respec-

tively. In Fig. 32 we show the distribution functions of strength and 

lateral force coefficient in the U.S.A. modern building  code". In Fig. 

33 we also show the distribution coefficients of the strength at the top 

story, and compare their coefficient values of the U.S.A. code with the 

 BI  ct 
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corresponding values obtained here. In these figures, U.B.C. No. 1 

denotes the inverse triangular distribution of lateral force coefficient and 

U.B.C. No. 2 denotes the type of lateral force distribution which con-

sists of the concentrated force of 10% base shear at the top story and 

the inverse triangular distribution of 90% base shear. And D is the 

width of the structure. From Fig. 33, it proves that the U.S.A. code 

gives the characteristics near to the optimum distribution of strength to 
the low or intermediate building structure, but gives too small value of 

lateral force to the top story of  the tall building structure. 

   To obtain the numerical values of the aseismic design data expressed 

in eqs. (60), (63), (64) and (70), it is enough to determine both the base 

shear coefficient s and the fundamental natural period  1T, as the explicit 

functions of the known quantities. This will be discussed in the follow-

ing sub-sections. 

   5.2 The base shear coefficients shown in Figs. 24 and 25 can be ap-

proximately simplified by the formulas that may be valid for the case 
r=0,  {vi}a  =  {1} and the El Centro type wave shape function. Namely 

 s1=s1(1T,  rd) =  dikrd),  1T  < 1T  Z 

 S2  =  S2  (1T,  rd)  =  d2k  (rd)  1TZ  5_  IT                                           (71) 

 S3  =  S3  (1T,  -  dsk  ,  iTu<  iT 

where  k(rd) is chosen as simple function of rd, and the constants d1,  dfa 

and  d3 are determined so as to minimize the variances with respect to  n. 

The following eqs. (72) and (73) may be applicable to the practical use. 

 k(rd) =  (2rd  —  1)112 (72-a) 

 d1=1.33,  d2  =  0  .566  sec,  d3  =  0.275, 

 IT/  =0.426  sec, IT.= 2.06 sec for  B1).  (72-b) 
 d1=  0.827,  d  2  =  0  .492  sec,  d3  =  0.292, 

 J (72-c)             iT i= 0.595 sec,  iT  .=  1.68  sec for  Crz 

 k  6.0  rdin (73-a) 

 d1=1.02,  d2  =  0.431 sec,  d3  =  0.210, 

 1Tz  =  0.422 sec, 37'.= 2.05 sec for  B1} (73-b) 
 d1=  0.636,  d2  =  0.376  sec,  d3  =  0.224,                                                     (73-c) 

 =  0.591  sec,  1Tu  =1.68  sec for  Cil 

Numerical results of  e(is. (72) and (73) are shown  in. Figs.  34 res-
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pectively. The fundamental natural period 1T can be obtained from eqs. 
(59) and (71) as a function of  21-2,7, N,  {m  j}  AT and  {si}AT as follows 

                                        (I 1T =11.(dm,  rd, N) -LI(AT, N1112 for i =1,3,iT (2ITAT,rd, N)           dzii k (ra)d2k (70N)  

where 

AT2(74-a)            1(zTiq,N)= 1zI,AT ,  frig=  frAT({mi}N  {icj}nr) (74-b) 
                    9'E rni 

                                             .1=1 

From eq. (58), the non-dimensional fundamental period  it-AT is expressed as 

the second term of the following equation for the case  {mi}AT  -(1} and 

 00N- given by eq. (18).
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 (N  +1)  (2N+  1)  C2N+P  (2N-  M  )1/2. _27,cr 2  (  1  +p•N (75)  6N(2+
p)I, 3 \ 2-EP 

In above equation the third term is valid approximately for considerably 

large N. Makin

8g useof this, eq. (74-b) becomes as follows       7'0l+pl+\-  1(47,N)=9,( 2 +p)A7• N= 0.0268(2+pp )ZIN•N  (sec2),  zIAT—  (cm) (76) 
From eqs. (72), (74) and (76), the fundamental natural period is obtain-

ed as follows 

 IT  =0.121(2rd  -1)1"(di1/47-N)“2.  1T<0.426 sec 
 =  0.0339(2rd  -  1)1/24AT  •  N ,  0.426  sec  2.06  sec for  B1 (77-a) 

 IT  =0.264(2rd  -  1)1"  (z1AT•  N)1/2,  2.06  sec  <1T  ,  --(sec),  2-N--  (cm) 

 1T  =  0.161(2rd-1)1/1(4er  N)1/2,  iT  <0.595  sec 
 =  0.0436(2ra  -1)1/247-N , 0.595  sec  �  1.68 sec for  Cu  (77-b) 

 1T =0.272(2rd- 1)1/4 (4 bz•,.7V) 1 /2,  1.68  sec<  IT,  —  (sec),  de-.-(cm) 

For instance, the following values are calculated from eq. (77-b). 

 Cu,  =  3,  N  =24  ;  zlm  =1  cm  ---1T  =1.99  sec,  zIAT  =2  cm  =2.82 sec 
 =  4  cm-,1T  =  3.99  sec 

 N  =  60  g  Zim  =  1  cm-1T=  3.15  sec,  4-Ar  =2  cm-1T=4.46 sec 

 dN=4  cm--1T  =  6.30  sec (77-c) 

The standard values  rievAT of the equivalent relative velocity given by 

eq. (63) are obtained by using eqs. (71) and (72-a) as following expres-

sions. 

                 VepAT =Ve2, AT (1T) =  d  t1.7.  g  E  mil  fr,v,  i=  1, 3 (78-a) 
 =  1 

 VePAT  d29  E  milivAr (78-b) 
 .)=1. 

And also, the allowable elasto-plastic potential energy factor  eel, and 

the total allowable elasto-plastic potential energy coefficient  pep, which are 

previously defined by the second equations of (51) and (52), can be deter-
mined by the following equations. 

     E PJ P ,p epT          pe.,=.  -1;1 eep, where  eep  =ATandpep=w r (79)  E 
 J=1 

 di2IT2gE1mj2 
     eev= eep(iT)  -  , i = 1, 3(80-a)  2  frAT
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                   N  d22 im'  )2 

       E  

  G.,— 2(80-b) 1T N 
 N  N 

For the case  {mi}g  ={1} and  {vi}x,  ={1}, the coefficient Rpi/ .1m1 of 
eq. (79) becomes 

 N  N 

 E  PJ  E  Poi 
     J=1

m,(2 +P)N    —for I,(c = 1)      NN 2N  p(2N  —1)     E 
 j=1 

                                         (81) 

 E  P1 E P

Noi1 
 = =1,for II,(c=—2) 

                                                                                                                                                      , 

                                               2
_,)12j 

 

j  =1 

And, for the case where  {m,i}iq  ={1} is assumed and N is considerably 

large, we can apply the following approximations on eqs.  (78)  (81). 

 2+P1/2mi)2 

  . 

                               2+p 

 izN191 Tif_p ,)(cm/sec),  g *37.4( +p (cm/sec) 
 N (82) 

 E  Pi  j=.1 1:15(2+Pi+p,' I,(c  =  1)  , 
 E  rni 

 j=1 

Thus, for the case  N>>1,  eep and  Pep are calculated from eqs. 

(72) and  (78)—(82) as follows, 

the structure B  ; 

 Veper=  3011T (cm/sec),  eep=46.41T2  (cm)  pep 32.51T2  32.517.2  (CM)  ,  1T<0.426 sec 

 Vepni  =  128 (cm/sec),  eep  =  8.35 (cm),  Pep=  5.84 (cm),  0.426  sec  IT  2.06  sec 

 Veimi  =62.11T (cm/sec),  epp=1.981T2 (cm),  Pep=  1.391T  2  (CM)  , 2.06  sec  <  IT 

the structure  C  ; (83-a) 

 Veper  =1771T (cm/sec),  eep=  Pep=  16.01T2  (cm),  iT  <  0.595 sec 

 VepAT  =105 (cm/sec),  eep=  Pep=  5.61 (cm), 0.595  sec  -�  IT  �  1.68  sec 

 Vow  =  62.5IT (cm/sec),  eep=  pep=  1.981T2 (cm), 1.68  sec  < (83-b) 

In particular, for the constant maximum velocity characteristics, all of  Vep, 

 eel,, and  Pep are independent on ra and  1T, and also  item- and  Pep are almost 

independent on the optimum dynamic characteristics.  Tie, is proportional to 

the maximum of the maximum velocity amplitudes of the earthquake ex-

citation group as understood from eqs. (49) and (63), and  Pep means the
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allowable elastoplastic potential energy per unit weight. And so these 

facts are in accordance with "Velocity-Potential Energy Theory" entitled 

by Prof. Ryo Tanabashi which states that the violence of earthquakes 

applied on building structure is proportional to the square of the maxi-

mum velocity of the earthquake motion and the resistance of structure is 

proportional to the conserved potential energy of its structure. 
 5.3 From Figs. 28 and 29, the base shear coefficient can be formulated 

by the following expression corresponding to the two different wave shape 

functions. 

    El Centro type wave shape function  ; 

 s(iT  ,  rd  ;  —h(rd;  Cl  +P(rd;  r)  —  e))17.  } 
                                           (84) 

 e=  4  sec for  Bz,  e=  3  sec for  CH 

    Vernon type wave shape function  ; 

 s(1T,rd; r)  =dk(ni ;  r)1T-1                                            (85) 

 d  =  0.34 sec for B1,  d  =  0.40 sec for  Cjj 
 where 

 k(rd;  =  (1—  r)C2rd—i+r(n—i)  -1/2 

 P(rd; r) = 0.04 (id — 1) + 0.1rva (86) 

 These formulas are, at least, valid in the case where 2..�ra�5,  {pi}u={1}, 

 0�r�0.2,  {pj}67.—{1} and 2 sec  �-1T sec. The numerical values of eqs. 

 (84) and (85) are shown in Fig. 38 for the structure  cll. Substituting eq. 

 (84) or (85) into eq. (59) and solving it with respect to the fundamental 

 natural period  1T, then 1T can be obtained as follows. 

    El Centro type wave shape function  ; 

 o(rd;  r)1(4,-, N)1111  p(rd; r) —1+ [Ce.P(rd ;—1D2+                                        vra;r)
iT (der, rd,  N  ;  r) =  2p(rd ; r) 

 17'(4,, 1,  N ;  0) =1(4, N)(87)              k(1 ; 0) 

 Vernon type wave shape function ; 

 T  r,,  N ;  r)  = 1(2G-' N)   (88)  dk(r  
; 

 where /(21-ff, N) is given by eq.  (74-b). 

 Supposing the structure of  Cil type with  {mi}&  ={1} and substituting 

 the right hand side of eq. (75) into eq. (74-b), the fundamental natural 

 period 1T is plotted in Fig. 39 in the case  42-2 cm. The numerical
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values of 1T, for instance, are as follows. 

    El Centro,  Cu,  rd  =3,  r  =0.1  ; 

 N  =24 ;  =1  cm—IT  =1.59 sec,  -4=2  cm  ---1T  =2.74 sec 

 4=4  cm-,,IT =4.56 sec (89) 

 N  =  60  ;  do  =1  cm  --IT  =3.24  sec,  4=2  cm--IT  =5.31 sec 

 .21-y=4  cm,--'1T  =8.32 sec 

Substituting eq. (87) or (88) into eq. (84) or (85) respectively, then the 

base shear coefficients can be obtained as the functions of  InT,  rd, N, 

 {m5}AT and  {xj}ff, namely 
   El Centro type wave shape function  ; 

 s(lAT,rd,  N  ;  r)  =k(rd ;  r)C1+P(rd ;  r) .) 

 x  [1—   2e•p(2-4  ;  r)   N)e.p(rd;r)-1+[(e.p(rd;r)-1)2+4P(ra; r)1("Tg' -112(90—a) 
 k(rd  ; 

 1   s(4
7, 1,  N  ; 0)  —  vz-f

xr, (90-b) 

   Vernon type wave shape function ; 

                             cl2k(rd; r)2 
              ;— 1(4 7,N)(91) 

On the other hand, the standard values of the equivalent relative veloci-

ties  V  epAT defined by eq. (63) are obtained by 

   El Centro type wave shape function  ; 

 N 

 E  m,  V
ow  =  VePAT(1T  ,  rd;r)=(1—  r)C1+P(rd;  r)(iT  — (92) 

 iriv 

   Vernon type wave shape function  ; 

 N 

 Erni 
 17,„n= (r) = — r)g i°1

iv(93)                             fr 

And also,  ee, and  Pep can be determined by the following equations. 

   El Centro type wave shape function  ; 

                                             N 

                                                                    2  e,„=  eep(i , rd; =  (1-2  r)  2Cl  +P(rd  ; r) (IT —e))2g(j=1 mi (94) 
                                                             ITn 

   Vernon type wave shape  function  ; 

                          N 

                                        2 

   d2 (1 — (95)               r)aMi )     e,„=e„(r)=                 2•g 
irAT
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and 

 N 

 E  PJ 
 pep= N  'eep (96) 

 E  Mi              J=1 
 N  N 

In the case  {mi}a  ={1}, the  coefficient  E  Pi/  E  Mi has a same expression 
 J=1  J=1 

as eq. (81) as  {i)j}A7={1} and  {iti}E,T  ={1} are assumed. Using eqs. (81), 

(82) and (84)  -(86), then the numerical values of  flepa,  eep and  Pep are 

calculated from eqs.  (92)(95) in the case  {mi}a  ={1},  =  {p5}nz  = 

(1} and  N>1. Table 1 shows the numerical values at the boundary po-
ints in the domain considered  here  ;  2  'rez-�5,  0�r50.2 and  2  sec  � 

5 sec, together with the extrapolated values for the elastic case ;  yet  =1, 

 r=1. 

   Table 1. Standard value of equivalent relative velocity for allowable elasto-
     plastic potential energy, allowable elasto-plastic potential energy factor and 

     total allowable elasto-plastic potential energy coefficient. 

 Vet, (cm/sec)  eep (cm)  Pep (cm) 
     El Centro 

 1T=2,---5 sec  1T=2-5 sec  1T=2.5 sec 

 d=1  B1 226-226  26.  2-26.  2  18.  3-18.  3 
 r=0  Crr  214-214  23.  4-23.  4  23.  4-23.  4 

 74=2 j B1 208-235  22.  2-28.  3  15.  6-19.  8 
 r=0  C11  206---231  21.  6-27.  3  21.  6-27.  3 

 ra=  5  Bz  107,-219  5.  84,-24.  5  4.  08-17.  2 
 r=  O.  2  C11  135,--‘241  9.  33----29.  8  9.  33,-29.  8 

 Vep (cm/sec)  Cep (cm)  Pep (cm) 
       Vernon 

 1T=2,--5 sec  1T=2,-5 sec  1T=2----5 sec 

 7,z=1"-,5  Bz  76.  8  3.  05-3.  05  2.  14 
  r=0  jt C11  85.  6-85.  6  3.  74-3.  74  3.  74-3.  74 

 7,1=1,-5  B  ,  61.  5  1.  95^-1.  95  1.  36-1.  36 
 r=  0.  2 C11  68.  5-68.  5  2.  40-2.  40  2.  40,--2.  40 

On the other hand,  VepAT, eep and  Pep are calculated from the third equa-

tions of (83-a) and (83-b) as shown in Table 2. 

   According to these tables, it is found that  Pep is influenced by the 

type of structures, but  -.17,9 and eep are hardly dependent on the type of 

them in the case 2  sec  -�,T, and that, for the El Centro type wave shape
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   Table 2.  Standard value of equivalent relative velocity for  allowable elasto-

     plastic potential energy,  allowable elasto-plastic potential energy factor and 
     total allowable elasto-plastic potential energy coefficient. 

 irTen (cm/sec)  cep  (cm)  Pep  (Cm) 
     El Centro 

 1T=2-5 sec  1T=2,-5 sec  iT=2,-5 sec 

 rd=1,-7 .1B1  124-311 7. 92,-49. 5 5. 56-34. 8 
 r=0 C11  125,-312  7.92—'49.5  7.92--49.5 

function,  V  ep and  ee, are the weak function of 1T when both  rd and r are 

small, but they are expressed by the increasing functions of  1T when ei-

ther  rd or  r is large. This corresponds to the fact that the base shear coef-

ficient is a decreasing function of  1T when both  rd and  r is small, but it 

is the weak function of  1T when either  rd or  r is large. On the other 

hand,  V  ep, eep and Pep are independent on  1T in the range 2 sec..-5.1T-5_5  sec, in 

the case of the Vernon type wave shape function. And also, it is con-

sidered that the structure of  02 type has the more suitable dynamic cha-

racteristics in comparison with that of the structure of  Cu type in the 

case 2  sec�iT  �5 sec, particularly when either  re, or  r is large. 

                 6. Concluding remarks 

   As regards the ultimate elasto-plastic aseismic design method, the 

aseismic design data for the initial structural design of the ductile build-

ing structures have been obtained by means of the elasto-plastic response 

analyses. Their design data are induced from the optimum dynamic 

characteristics which control the aseismic sefety of a structure to  be 

uniform within the prescribed allowable value. The wave shape function 

of earthquake excitations is found to have little  `effect on the qualitative 

characteristics of earthquake responses of a structure but considerable 

effect on the quantitative characteristics of them. For instance, the El 

Centro type wave shape function is almost identical with the Vernon type 

function with the intensity two or three times as much as that of the El 

Centro type. And it is very important that the slightly positive  rigidity 

ratios of hi-linear hysteretic characteristics  make the earthquake response 

remarkably stable and restrain their dispersion considerably in the wide 

ranges of various parameters. And so it is found that the distributions
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of optimum dynamic characteristics have a great significance to obtain 

the reasonable aseismic design, and that assigning the slightly positive 

rigidity ratios to a structural system by use of the aseismic structural 

elements may be very effective. But the standard values of the optimum 

dynamic characteristics are largely affected by the wave shape function 

and the frequency characteristics of the maximum amplitude both of 

which define an excitation group. Therefore, it will be very important to 

prescribe them reasonable corresponding to the intensity of the group of 
earthquake excitation and other various conditions. But there are still 

so many problems to be reexamined in this procedure. And even in the 

earthquake response analyses, the basic problems concerning the pattern 

of earthquake excitations, the model of structural system and the mea-

sures of aseismic safety should be still more reexamined in the future. 
Although the effect of ground may be roughly estimated by adjusting the 

frequency characteristics of the maximum amplitude of ground accelera-

tion, it should be essentially studied on the problem of ground-structure 

coupling together with the problem of earthquake excitation pattern. 
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